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The Environmental Policy is a declaration of intent, with which Rei Tregi Srl undertakes to pursue continual 

improvement of its environmental performance in carrying out its business activities and to achieve and 

maintain complete environmental legislative compliance.  

The Environmental Policy takes into account the environmental aspects of the Company and therefore 

represents the benchmark to be used for each future decision.  

Its commitment to the environment is not simply a formal intent within the Environmental Policy document, as it 

implies the carrying out of concrete actions, technological investments and boosting awareness among its 

employees in order to achieve the objectives that the company intends to pursue. 

The key aspects on which the company intends to focus on in order to safeguard the environment and those it 

is committed to ensure continual improvement, can be summarised as follows:  

• engaging in an active role in protecting the environment when performing its activities, fostering all

measures aimed at preventing pollution and promoting environmental improvement objectives with a

view to achieving sustainable development of its work operations.

• maximum commitment in the application of the most functional production process control measures to

prevent any possible environmental damage arising from its activity.

• Top Management is committed to pursue technological development, with targeted investments, which

allows increased attention to be paid to issues related to environmental protection, the reduction of

energy consumption and the use of renewable energy.

• maximum commitment to the maintenance of its equipment to maintain high performance and reduce

energy waste.

• an accurate and attentive management of company waste.
The management of company waste is a fundamental aspect for the company that requires utmost
attention and whose main objectives can be summarised as follows:

Ø reduction of waste destined for disposal implementing a targeted differentiation system that
ensures the recovery and recycling of as many resources as possible

Ø adoption, as a waste producer, of suitable technical and administrative management in
compliance with the laws and directives currently in force.

• Rei Tregi Srl is committed to promoting particular environmental awareness among all personnel, with

training, information and knowledge about their professional activity, both for personal protection and

the environment in general.
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